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Like a rabbit crouching
in an open field,
I wait for a darkening of wings
a whistle of talons
I

know that the past was great and the future will be great.

And I know that both curiously conjoin in the present time,
And that where I am, or you are, this present day,
there is the center of all days, all races,
And there is the meaning, to us, of all that has come of races
and days, or ever will come.
Leaves of Grass

the thrust and the pain.
I am cornered
by a rattlesnake
by seeds whirring in their hollow pods
And like a quail
flushed from dry bushes
fluttering upward
I am drawn
into the hunter's fire
and the hound's gentle teeth.
A new poem by
-Nona Chance
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O1bi0er Dictum
Most of us are eight weeks into the folly. Those novitiates of the first
year will soon meet Mrs. Palsgraf. The unwashed in year two are busy
trying to catch up so they can get behind. Some dream of moot court in
cans. The sages of year three may already be daring a glimpse into the
future to that place where all men stand naked to be, judged--the bar
exams. Some stand more naked than others, and more, often. Overall
stands the dread spectre of "equality before the Selective Service Law."
But folly is not, when it is serious, and serious is the Voir Dire.
Under titular leadership of one sage and three unwashed the Voir Dire
stands, vehicle for all Hastings-embodiment of first amendment cornucopia.
Format has changed from last year. Esthetic beauty has fallen to expediency. Luxury yields to ambition. Truth on a brown paper sack is still
on a brown paper sack. However Voir Dire anticipates five issues this
year. Four are insured by mandatory student fees-. Number five will be
underwritten by the impressive diligence of resident business manager,
promoter, and ad salesman-Alan Nudelman.
Voir Dire has conceived offspring. A weekly flyer to supplement the
five regular issues may appear from time to time. Brainchild of Mike
McGowan and under his management, it also may not. Should it come
to pass, format is unknown, but "FLYER" will be recognizable, more
than likely.
Both "FLYER" and Voir Dire depend incontrovertibly upon you. The
comIbined efforts -of fifty people brought the first issue to fruition. It is
readily apparent why we need the support of the other one thousand or
so, citizens of Hasting's community.
Surreptitiously word has reached Voir Dire that some dissention is
abroad regarding mandatory student fees which go, in large, to finance
this humble-even insignificant-member of the fourth estate. Voir Dire
reg rets your compelled participation in extortion. However, you may retrieve part of your loss. The community of Hastings now exceeds, one thousand student citizens. In addition there are many members comp rising
the administration, faculty, secretarial, and custodial bodies. Among this
humanity is a great deal of talent and dispai ite interests. Voir Dire may
be perfidy or consummation.. We must listen for your answer. We implore all with gripes, suggestions, proposals, and questions to utilize that
which is theirs by right. Atrophy will be your progeny in alternative.
Finally Voir Dire invites all secretarial, administrative, and faculty members -to contribute or criticize. We are extremely proud of our faculty65'ers and juniors. However supplication will not recognize this artificial
barrier of tena cious longevity. We know intellectual distinction resides
in offices throughout Hastings. We chide your silence. Voir Dire recognizes the pernicious possibility that an excellent contribution from one of
our distinguished faculty may find final resting place, in print distastefully close -to trash. We hope not.
The theme of Hasting's, growth may run recurrent throughout the

we have attempted. to. cover two, fronts, of attention-the rear guard action against falling victim, to, Selective Service, and the. vanguard activism
of L.S.C.R.R.C. In pursuit of topicality, not political persuasion, Voir
Dire has elicited and received contribution of fact and opinion regarding
the Selective Service Act of 1967 from Ed Parsons and, Mike Miller. Respectfully Voir Dire presents L.S.C.R.R.C. to Hastings in hopes that many
will learn of the admirable work of this multi-faceted organization.
Naomi Robinson and Gary Horn have attempted to draw together an
adequate representation of this achievement, that is larger than possible
explanation. Voir Dire invites L.S.C.R.R.C. back to visit throughout this
year.
San Francisco's legal community may be unsurpassed in fame and
variation. Fortunately we are able to visit with these renowned law'
makers and law breakers through auspices, of several speaker programs.
Eldridge Cleaver has come already. The sky did not fall. Lawyer's Guild
brought Charles Garry and he brought definite opinions about "Racism
in Our Judicial System." Evell Younger visited from Los Angeles, and
returned to assist in prosecution of accused, Sirhan Sir-han. Terry Hallinan, attorney and alumnus came to speak. He spoke and Voir Dire listened later in interview. Some of the views of 'these speakers are presented in this issue. Voir Dire believes from this confrontation tomorrow's law must grow.
Seldom must one search far in quest -of opinion among law students.
Since politics, is upon us, Voir Dire has included its contribution to, "Pox
Politica." We hope we have not left a, soul unoffended. Further, we hope
the offended among our readers will siound off in letters to the editors.
On the assumption that law students are literate we have offered
samplings throughout Voir Dire of poetry and prose by local and extraterritorial talent.
Voir Dire is pleased and fortunate to have the talent of Susan Siotelo
(cover) and Jeanne Toney (cartoons ) to draw from. They are our sunshine.
This remarkable achievement you have before you may never be
duplicated. However, we plan an attempt for November 15, 1968. If Voir
Dire is still printing these features will come. off the drawing board. We
plan an extensive interview with Deans: Sammis, Anderson, and Munster. Vowr Dire believes it is time for fact to, replace rumor. By dint of
incisive journalism we hope to clear the air of unsubstantiated polemic.
Voir Dire intends to give Hastings substantiated bias.
Other projected feature articles include a profile of the San Francisco
legal community, coverage of the fast breaking furor of California Consumer Protection, a probe into the clandestine activities of Hasting's
Board of Directors, a socio-legal analysis of Frantz F'anon's "Wretched
of the Earth," a history of Hastings in three volumes, and a literary
treatise comparing Eldridge Cleaver and Mark Twain in their treatment
of the law. In addition all other newsworthy items will be covered in
penetrating depth.
In fairness, Voir Dire adds that no single position presented in the
following pages was the unanimous opinion of the editorial staff. In some
cases a bare, majority carried the vote.

The Miezzau.firne Is the AfMessage
DEAN
ARTHUR SAMMIS
At an informal discussion meeting with -members of the second
year class several evenings ago
student interest ranged from entrance requirements to placement
procedures. It is obvisously impossible in this brief message to cover
the matters discussed in a meeting
which lasted for three hours, but
a few highlights may be of interest.
One area of major interest (and
uncertainty) seems to be the effect

of completion of the new wing and
alterations in the existing building.
By October of 1960 Hasting College
of the Law will have not only adequate but excellent facilities for a
student body of 1200. The addition
of three more classrooms and two
seminar rooms will make possible
a complete revamping of, c 1a s s
scheduling and- the expansion of
the elective curriculum. Briefly,
present plans call for the following
changes.

Scheduling

Commencing in the Fall of 1969
required and elective courses in all
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jamin F. Boyer, former Dean of
Temple University School of Law,
has accepted an invitation to. join
the "65 Club" next Fall and reassignment of some, courses will help
solve the teaching needs of the new
Third Year section, but at least one
additional f a c u 1t y appointment
must be made for 1969-70. Faculty
to teach 30 units of First Year
work must be added in 1970, as
well as teaching personnel to, handle the additional elective courses,.
The prestige, that the "65 Club"
has brought to the College has in
some measure "backfired" in faculty recruitment. Its outstanding success has been accepted, and many
law schools, recognizing the loss of
outstanding teachers, are, making
exceptions to their retirement rules;
others are actively recruiting retired personnel on a year-to-year
basis. Hastings is fortunate in its
reputation as the leader in this
area, and the San Francisco. climate
is an additional inducement. New
members of the full time. faculty,
together with younger teachers as
visiting professors and as part time
instructors should answer our immediate programs of expansion of
courses and teaching personnel.
This has been a brief run-down
on the plans for the immediate
(and intermediate) future. One. of
the suggestions made at the meeting to. which I referred earlier was
that the Voir Dire: run a question
and answer column; I hope this may
be done, and that the reputation
Faculty
of Hastings as a rumor factory will
All of these changes will require drop below that of the Army, Navy
additions to the faculty and to the and Air Force as the best source
administrative staff. Professor Ben-. of "scuttlebutt" available.

years will be scheduled throughout
the day, five days a week. Two, exceptions will be made in this program; one section of the Second
Year Class and one of the, Third
will have all required courses in
the morning hours, and will have
Saturday morning classes. Students
enrolled in Legal Clinic,, students
who are doing field work in Legal
Assistance offices, and students engaged in extracurricular activities
connected w i t h legal education
necessarily must have afternoon
time free for such activities, and
will be enrolled in these sections.
Also commencing next Fall, the
Third Year class will be, expanded
to three sections. It is of primary
importance that t h e excessively
large classes be reduced as soon
as classrooms are available. In this
regard, one of the new classrooms
will accommodate 112 students, one
will seat 120, and the third. will
take 98. Classroom A will be reduced to a capacity of 120, and
Classroom C will hold 96; corridors
to the wing will utilize 'existing
space in the front of these rooms.
In the Fall of 1970 four sections
are planned for the First Year class,
and admission to that class will be
held to around, 450 students. The
start of a program in Natural Resources Law is scheduled for that
year; a Medico - Legal program in
cooperation with the U.C. Medical
Center is being discussed, but probably will not be finalized until 1971
or 1972. Jurisprudence will be added in 1970.
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THE 'NEW' NIXON'S NLRA
BY RALPH ABASCAL
In San Francisco, on September 5, 1968, Richard Milhaus Nixon, Wall
Street lawyer and Candidate for the Presidency of the United States
delivered a major address outlining his position on the grape boycott.
He said that the boycott was ''illegal"' and ''unnecessary'' because ''we
have laws on the books to protect workers who wish to organize . . . a
National Labor Relations Board to impartially supervise the election of
collective bargaining agents, and to safeguard the rights of organizers..
EXCLUSION OF AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
What Candidate Nixon failed to say was that farmworkers are specificaly excluded from the obvious benefits of the National Labor Relations
Act by the terms of the Act (29 USCA §152 (3)). Perhaps he was referring to California Labor Code §923 which, implicitly, gives workers, even
farmworkers, as they are not specifically excluded from its terms, the
right to organize. It grants little else. Without the right, granted by the
NLRA to other workers, to require an employee to collectively bargain
with a union selected by a majority of a bargaining unit, the right to
organize is no more than an abstraction; thus, the farmworkers -must resort to the boycott since table grape growers have consistently refused to
voluntarily bargain with them-they have as consistently refused to sub.
mit to elections conducted by the American Arbitration Association, as
several of the wine grape growers have (see San Francisco Chronicle,
p. 1, col. 6, Sept. 3, 1966 where the result of the DiGiorgio election is
set forth: 861, for the union; 12, against; in June of 1968 an election was
conducted in the Coachella fields: 1864, for; 19, against. Nonetheless, the
Union soon left Coachella due to the unusually violent response of growers and law enforcement officials).
SENATE INVESTIGATION
What are the results of this exclusion? Perhaps an extended quotation
is warranted from the 1968 report of the U. S. Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, "The Migratory Farm Labor Problem in the
United States":
It is shocking but true that as we enter 1968, this Nation is again.
in the midst of a struggle to extend the well-recognized right to
bargain collectively . . . . This legislation states that our national
interest is best served by full production, not by industrial strife.
This interest- is advanced by defending and protecting the rights of
employers and employees, by establishing rules and procedures to
encourage them to recognize eath other's legitimate rights through
the collective-bargaining process. The act guarantees federally supervised democratic union representation elections when necessary. The
act also prohibits a variety of "unfair labor practices," by either
management or labor, such as threatening, coercing, or intimidating
individuals. The purpose of the act is to establish an equitable framework for industrial peace, and it has been amazingly successful.
Present unrest in the agriculture industry is directly related to
the exclusion of the industry from the act in 1935..
The exclusion is specifically incorporated into Federal and State

our Nation prides itself on extensive legal protections of civil- liberties and the rights of individual freedom, and has guaranteed industrial collective bargaining for more than three decades; yet, many
foreign countries, have a well established and long history of legal
protections for the farmworkers we expressly exclude...
Union organizing campaigns [in Texas] have been replete with
allegations from union organizers and employees of continual harassment, physical violence, and brutality ..
The Texas Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights issued a report concluding that citizens active in the organizing campaign had been denied certain of their legal rights. The
report of the Advisory Committee contains these findings:
1. Physical and verbal abuse by Texas Rangers and Starr County law enforcement officials;
2. Failure to bring promptly to trial members and union organizers against whom criminal charges have been alleged;
3. Holding of union organizers for many hours before they
were released on bond;
4. Arrest of UFWOC members and organizers on the complaints of growers and packers without full investigation of
the allegations in the complaints. In contrast, law enforcement officials made full investigations before acting on complants filed, by members and officers of UFWOC;
5. Encouragement of farm workers by Rangers to cross picket
lines;
6. Intimidation by law enforcement officers of farmworkers
taking part in representation elections; and
7. Harrassment by Rangers of UFWO-C members, organizers,
and a representative of the Migrant Ministry of the Texas
Council of Churches which gave the appearance of being in
sympathy with the growers and packers rather than the
impartiality usually expected of law enforcement officers.
(pp. 3 9-42).
U
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A NEW LOOK AT ASH
BY DAVE
Part I: The Treasury
The strength of any effective
government lies in its power to tax.
When that power is denied the ship
of state must inevitably flounder
in a sea of financial insecurity and
impuissance Witness t h e young
American colonies under the Articles of Confederation or the Associated Students of Hastings until
this, fall.
In years, past ASH has struggled
to provide vital student servicels on
a $2000-3000, shoestring, many
times faced with a serious. deficit
resulting from the improvidence of
the outgoing administration. Students have been quick to realize
that virtually all the benefits of
membership- access to the television set and to Sutro, Room newspapers and periodicals, social functions, the Voir Dire, guest lectures,
and, so, on- could 'be theirs without
having -to suffer the $5.00 pinch for
an ASH Activities Card. The result
has been that 55-65% of the student body has. had to f oot the, bill
for projects and programs of student government designed to serve
the student body as a whole.
Last year's Governing Council,
after resolving a four-figure Voir
Dire budget deficit and, seeing project after project scrapped for lack
of funds, determined that something has to be done. The problem
was tot find a means of increasing
revenue while, at the same time,
eliminating the proven inequities

MULFORD
of the contributing membership system. The solution was clear: mandatory student body fees.
Returning students will recall
the petitions for this, change which
were so vigorously circulated last
Spring. The administration had advised the Council that, should a
majority of the. registered. students
accede to the proposed, idea, a mandatory system of fees might be: considered for formal approval by the
Board of Directors. 585 students
expressed their written agreement
that the change was needed.
In July, armed, with these signatures, and, with Duane Clapp's fine
article "Student Government at
Hastings 1966-68", the author argued the case f or mandatory fees
at the summer Board meetings. The
change was ratified on a one-year
trial basis; thus, when you entered
or re-entered Hastings this f all, you
paid a $5.00 "Student Fee" stipend
into the coffers of ASH.
Thanks to our new system, some
$5125.00 was collected during registration by the administration and
was later turned, over to ASH Treasurer W. Bruce Allbin for deposit
into the Associated Students, account.
In the next Voir Dire issue we
will turn: our attention, to how the
Governing Council is allocating
your money and what steps, have
been taken to insure that the budget as approved continues to, serve
the general student welfare.

STATE BAR PROTEST
Some forty first year students
who objected to filling out the
general application to the California Committee of Bar Examiners have turned their protest
into a possible appearance, before
the California Supreme Court.
The general application is required to be submitted by all
students planning to take, the
California Bar Exam within three
months after they have started
law school. The, section on moral
character, questions 5 through 13
was objected, to by Dan Taaffe
(IA) as an invasion, of the right
of privacy. Taaffe was especially
critical of No. 13 which asked
the applicant to mention any incident not called for by other
*

questions which would have a
derogatory effect on his application.'
Along with forty other likeminded students, Taaffe, approached the Law Students Civil
Rights Research Council who
agreed to, sponsor a challenge, before the California Courts. Hastings graduate Terrance Hailinan
has been retained. by LSCRRC to
seek a restraining order against
the Committee of Bar Examiners.
Hallinan commented that since
this is an admission procedure,
The California Supreme Court
should have, original jurisdiction.
Taafe urged that all first year
students who have not turned in
their applcation forms should
get in touch with him at 626-9086.
Ems

COMPROMISE OF POWER POLITICS
But why are farmworkers denied the benefits of NLRA? Why were
they excluded? Politics! Fr. Austin Mori, in a recent 50-page article
[54 Cal. L. Rev. 1939 (1966)] extensively analyzing the legislative history
of the Act, concludes that the support of Congressmen for both' the
NLRA and the Social Security Act could simply not have been received
unless farm laborers were excluded from the coverage of both Acts. The
constitutionality of the exclusion has been questioned by, a recent
Hastings graduate. See Jourdane, "'The Constitutionality of the NLRA
Farm Labor Exemption," 19 Hast. L.J. 384 (196,8); it is also being litigated
in a very recent case: Local Union 300 v. McCulloch (Three-Judge Federal District Court, Eastern District of Louisiana, 1968).
No better summary can be offered than an out-of-context statement
of Candidate Nixon speaking, still, on the boycott: "I say the law must
be applied equally to all; once you begin playing favorites, to knuckle
under to power brokers . . . you abdicate your responsibility to, all the
people." S.F. Chronicle, p. 1, coil. 8, September 6, 1968.
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THE NEWTON TRIA-L--RACISM IN OUR JUICILSS TEM
Objective & Subjective Racism

On October 4., 1968 Lawyer's Guild
brought Charles Garry to Hastings. Mr.
Garry has been practicing law since
Nov. 1, 1938. He raised some questions
essential to basic justice. Voir Dire has
reprinted his message from tape.
CHARLESGARRYIt is a pleasure to be invited to speak
to you this noon. I am especially interested in talking to the youth, to future
lawyeirs because I feel that the only
changes that are going to be taking
place in the next decade ai'e going to
come from the youth. My greneration
has bankrupted itself. The best evidence of this bankruptcy of my geneiration is the three candidates for the
Presidency of the United States. I am
one of those lawyeirs who feels that the
juidicial system and the law pirofession
are between 100 and 150 years behind
the contemporary needs of the society
in which we are living. If you don't
believe what I am saying, then how do
you account for- all the tuirmoil that is
taking place throughout the United
States?. Why is the youth rebelling?
Why are they crying out against the
Establishment? Does the law, as you
are now reading it. and as I am now
piracticing it, undei-stand the needs and
the changes that are necessary in our
piresent society? Does the law understand Black Power? Does the law undierstand the needs and wants of the
activists? I am only saying this as a
prelude. I want to tell you about what
happens when you are called to defend
a black man who is the head of one of
the most militant black libeiration movements-.a black man who has dedicated
himself in a most selfless fashion. A
man who not only believes that the
black ghetto must be given the dignity
that the human being needs-but also
believes that this economic system of
ours is decadent and is destructive, not
only to the black ghetto but to the
white ghetto. What do you do when
you are called in to defend a man of
that kind, not just for his beliefs., not
for his advocacy, but in addition, he is
charged with shooting and killing a police officer, and wounding and maiming another police offioer, and with kidnapping another person, in the course
following the events of the alleged kill-

other matteir.
Grand Jury Grievance
When you talk about racism in onir
judicial system you must take the entire community as part of the judicial
system. First, we are faced with a sitution where the Grand Jury was chosen
to indict Huey P. Newton. Why was the
Grand Jury called upon to indict Huey
Newton? Some 98 to 99% of all criminal cases that are prosecuted in Alameda County are prosecuted by infoirmation and you are entitled to a preliminary hearing. Why was he among
the one or two per cent of the entire
county's prosecutions to be singled out
and indicted by the Grand Jury?
Where does this Grand Jury of ours
come from? There are twenty Superior
Court judges in Alameda County. Each
judge nominates three of his own personal acquaintances to be put on the
so-called "selective panel" to be picked
as a prospective grand juror. Of the
60, 21 are eventually chosen, selected,
or picked, or whatever language you
want to use. Is that a representative
body of Alameda County? Every one
of those prospective jurors is over the
age of fifty. Only one person was
chosen to sit upon the Grand jury who
happens to be a black person, and by
the way, she did not sit on the Giand
Jur'y that indicted Huey P. Newton. Is
this selective prosecution? Why is it
necessary for me to attack the Grand
Jury? I say. because it was at the Grand
Jury level that we were prevented from
being able to examine and present evidence that would have shown that Huey
P. Newton was certainly not guilty, under any stretch of the imagination, of
first or second degree murder. We were
prevented from having preliminary
hearings where we could cross-examine
or present evidence. We were prevent-

Mr. Charles Garry following his recent lecture at Hastings. Also pictured are

Steven. C. Neustadter (JJJB), President of the Hastings Chapter of the National
Lawyers Guild which sponsored the lecture, and Tom Malley (iIIB).

ed from having discovery. It was under- this background that the Huey P.
Newton trial commenced. We have attacked this atmosphere.
IThe Thirty-Four Per Cent
We have attacked the fact that 66.6%
of the white population in the state
of California is white racist. We gave
as a simple example Proposition 14.
which all of you remember came down
in 1964, which our California Supreme
Court struck down, and said that the
law that was passed by the people of
the state of California was a racist enactment. March 1, 1968 the Kerner Report came down and said that 66% of
the white peopl 'e of the United States
are white racists. Does that mean that
34% of the white community in Alameda County, the state of California,
or the United States, are not white
racists? Let's assume that is the implication. Pray tell me, how do you go
about finding that 34%7,. How do you
find the 34% who are not built-in. prejudging racists? How do you find these
people for a jury in the highly charged
atmosphere the Huey Newton case had?
How do you go about doing that? Well.
I didn't know how to do it, after thir-ty
years of banging around in these coumts.
So I thought I would put some sociologists on the witness stand, psychiatrists on the witness stand . .- men and
women who had much more training
than a simple lawyer would have. They
told the court that you cant do it.
Most of you are familiar with Dr. Bernard Diamond. He has been a pioneer
in the field of diminished respoasibility in criminal cases. Dr. Diamond is
an outstandng authority. At the present
time he is teaching criminology at the
University of California. He is a professor of law at Boalt Hall. He has
won, in the last ten years, every single award a psychiatrist can win. I
asked him, "Dr. Diamond, is it possible
within the framework of a voir dime
examination of prospective juroi's to be
able to detect whether- a person has
any white racism in him?" He said,
"absolutely not"; "impossible."
The
Judge then said, "Well, what if they
came to your clinic?" He said, "If. I
had 30, or 40, or 50 hours of clinical
observation and studies of a patient
eveal
7
whoI was__honest -Ad.r wanted1 -- 1^to

time before this trial commenced whj~ch
said: "Free Huey Now." It alarmed-the
judicial body. It alarmed the established lawyers. But what were they
saying? They were saying that in- a case
of the kind that Huey P. Newton was
charged, the community cannot give a
fair trial. You cannot find and determine jurors oi- his peers, to be able to
give hearings and examination of the
evidence, so it will come out unaffected by pre-judgments of race. That is

what they were saying. They were
saying that a person who is char-ged
with a political crime cannot receive a
fair trial. On the cross-examination of
Dr. Diamond, the District Attorney
asked, "Dr. Diamond, do you have any
prejudices?" He said, "Yes, I do." The
District Attorney as k ed, "What are
your 'prejudices, Dr. Diamond?" He
said, "For one, I don't like lawyers;
because I don't like lawyers, when they
come to me as patients, I make allowances for my own built-in prejudices.
Being a Jew myself, I don't like Jews;
because of that if I have a patient of
Jewish extraction, I make allowances
for that. I don't like rich people." So
it goes on and on, yet this doctor with
twenty-five years experience, and one
of the most brilliant men in our contemporary society recognizes his own
prejudices and is willing to make allowances for them. In this connection
parenthetically, I want to give you an
example. While we were picking the
jury I was asking all kinds of questions, such as: Do you know what Black
Power is? Do you belong to any organizations, Do any of -these organizations have any black people in them?
To one of these questions I received
the answer that this particular person
was a member of the Elks Club in Alameda County. I asked if there were
any black people in the Elks Club? The
answer was no; that they have their
own organizations. I said, "That isn't
my question. My question is, 'Are black
people permitted to be members of
your organization'." The answer was,
"No." I am not saying this to single
out the Elks Club; what I am pointing
out is this: If an organization which a
person belongs to does not peirmit black
members, or- brown membeirs, or red
members, or Jews, oir any other- kind
of people, by his membership that person contributes, and becomes a part of
the white racist society.
Finally, in trying to pick a jury, we
exhausted all of our twenty pre-emptory challenges; we went through 159
pirospective jurors. I told you t hat
66.6%~ of the white population of California is white racist. I told you March
1, 1968 the Kerner Report said that
66.% of the white population of this
nation ai-e white racist. It said a lot of

terested enough to find out what causes
the discontent in the black ghetto,. What causes what they call "riots." It
is out of this 159 that twelve wer-e
eventually chosen as juirors to sit in
judgment in Huey Newton's case, who
came down with a decision and verdict
that is totally unacceptable, and totally
inconsistent with the very facts that the
prosecution, itself, presented.
I want to point out what white racism'

means. In picking this jury we eventually came to the conclusion, if we
asked a person if he were a white racist, we would get answers that were
not satisfactory. Even if you were to
ask a man by the name of Wallace,
who is running for President, if he
were a white racist, he would say no.
So there is no sense in asking a person whether he was a racist, or not.
We tried to use a different approach.
I worked out a theory by asking the
prospective juror about racism in two
forms. I said, "I am going to break
white racism into two forms. One is
objective and the other subjective. The
objective form of white racism speaks
for itself. A person will put out a sign:
"No Niggers Wanted Here." "We. will
Shoot All Niggers After Dark." That
is a good example of objective white
racism. The subjective type is something that you only know within yourself. You say, "I'm for the Negroes.
I think they have a right to live where
they want to. I think they have a right
to have all the civil rights and civil
liberties, BUT . . . It is the things that
you say after the "BUT," that comes
within, your own mind, that I want to
find out about.
These are the atmospheres in which
black men and women, who believe that
social and economic changes must occur in our society, are being tried today. I am told reliably that ten or
eleven per cent of all black people are
believe in a complete
militant -they
economic change and believe in black
national liberation. That is better than
two million black Americans throughout the United States, and they are
growing by leaps and bounds. How are
we going to be able to bring justice
that they understand into our judicial
system without using the old "yard-

who testified for 3 / hours, on meanings of words. How many here know
what the initials: "T.C.B." stand for?Taking Care of Business-How many
know what "Taking Care- of Business"
means? I had to bring in a black sociologist to explain that, because on
cross -examination Huey Newton was
asked, "When you wrote in the Black
Panther Newspaper that we have to
go out and Take Care of Business, you
meant that we have to go out and blow
up city hall, didn't you?" Huey Newton said, "No." The sociologist said,
Taking Care of Business can mean
anything in the black community. It
can mean you're hungry and you're going to eat. That is taking care of business: you have a date with your babe
that night; you are going to make love.
That is taking care of business. How
many of you know what "signify means?
The black ghetto has a way of "signifying," where they say one thing and
mean another. The example the sociologist gave is a very interesting one.
A, beautiful girl with beautiful legs is
sitting on a chaii-. Two or three brothel-s going by looking over the action,
and one says to the others, "What beautiful legs that chair has." What is the
importance of these'? The importance
is that thei-e ai'e langruage barriers.
The black ghetto is building up its own
lcancuag~e, it's own cultuie, and it's i-ejecting what white racismi has handed
dIown to them. They are trying to build
tip their own dignity, theii own langutagre, to say it theli- own way. Can
they get a fair trial in a community
that doesn't want them'? Can a black
man get a fair trial in a community
un- doesn't
that doesn't like him?.
derstand him? and doesn't need him?
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OUR, HEALTH SERVICE
Under a contract agreement with the
University of California Medical Center, the Hastings Hospital p ro u d 1y
opened its doors this fall. The staff,
composed of. Dr. B. M. Ritterberg, and

mediately so that they may take advantage of the facilities. Also., students
who are referred to the U.C. Med Center should take any requisition for xrays, lab work or prescriptions obtained

Mr&. Nancy Ambrose, occupies the former Student. Council office at- 55, Hyde'
St.' Theb Doctor Will be in :Attefldance
from 9-:30 to 1: 30 Monday., through ri-

from the. out-patient clinics to the student -hoalthi office a Ro 380, U.C.
Hospital. Otherwi etfie student will
have 1to1pay fnr ths Wrk himself..

For energencies on y,lth~
n&~iassStet'ro
Pita
-

G8C.

8

will be available; and. aft& 5,-& Mof-

fit Hospital Emergency, Room. Also,
and not as previously noted, 'there' will
be no reciprocity agreement w it h
Cowell Memorial Hospital in Berkeley.
The only coverage provided at- Cowell

will be hosptalization for, infectious diseases. after. referral by Hastngs.

D.Rittenberg indicated, that those
students, who have not turned In' their
physical reports and evidence of a recent small pox shot should do so im-

be

$1ifi~~ig

fit~o~ this year

State' Building on 350 McAllister Street,.
October 25, and December, 6, from 4:30
to 8:30 for $1.00 per person.
Mrs. Ambrose stated, that studento
should. avoid thebusy hours of9:0t

10: 15 , nd1130toc_ 12:15 -and-that 'no
new patients wilb taken -after 1:15.
More importantly, 'she. advised that. studnts should get in shiapefothiin
tramural football games or be prepared
to wait in line the day afterward.

,INTERNAT'L LAW SOCIETY
International Law Society
The Dickinson Society of International, Law is once. again 'setting a fast
pace at Hastings. Seventy new members have joined since September, indicating that the organization, in its
third year, is continuing to grow at a
rapid rate.
Professor and Mrs. Ralph Newmanwere host s for the group's opening
meeting on October 4th. The guest of
honor was Professor John Raymond.
Professor Raymond, who presentiy
teaches at Santa Clara, will be visiting
professor at Hastings next semester'
where he will teach a newly offered
'course, in Public International Law. Professor James Frolik, instructor in In-

ternational Business Transactions, was
also included on the program.
Approximately thirty-five students,
and guests enjoyed the Newman's hospitality and conversation following the
programt which centered. on international problems.
The officers- for the Society for the
year 1968-69, are: Patrick. Piggott, HII A,

President; Hank Phibbs, III B, 'VicePresident; John Ketelson, III B, Secretary; and Roy Kirkorian, II B, Treasurer.
On October 18th at 11:40 a.m., the
Society sponsored a panel of attorneys
on Opportunities in International Business Transactions~ with Mr. Frolik 'as
moderator.

Good Morning..
began the U. C editorial. on the
first day of the fall quarter. "The
Daily Californian would like to
recommend that you have an affair with someone this year. Because there are a lot of lonely

INTERESTED
IN WORKING?90
As part of its drive to increase
the employment of students, the
Placement Office has increased its
staff by 50%. Besides providing
all of these jobs, the Office has requisitioned four full-time interview
rooms and a carpeted office, invited over 3,000 firms-to interview
on the Hastings campus, and set up
an interview schedule that will,
probably include 150 prospective
employers before the year is over.
As of this writing (October 15),
there have been 21 organizations
that have interviewed at Hastings.
Two of these have already returned
for a second day of interviewing.
There have been a total of 103
hours of interviewing, involving 244
individual interviews. An additonal
25 firms will come to Hastings during the rest of October and 15 are
already scheduled for November.
Most interviews are being scheduled on a first come, first served
basis. The scheduling enables each
student to speak with the interviewer no matter what his gradepoint.
We feel that this system will benefit
the employer as well as the student
because. the more stringent en.
trance requirements at Hastings in
recent years have made class standings a less valid indicator of professional competence, for our student body. Those students who are
not scheduled -for interviews on the
first- day need not despair. The interviewer receives the resumes of
all of the students who sign up, and
he is encouraged to schedule additional interview dates if needed. In
most cases- the interviewers have
agreed to return so that they can
speak with all of the students.
Many of the firms that responded,
to our mailing indicated an interest
in Hastings students., but they are
unable, to come to Hastings to interview this year. The names of
-

-c

-

-~

people around this campus, and
you're responsible for them."
The Voir Dire commends the
compassionate editorial policy of
the Daily Cal while lamenting its
inappropriatenessto the Hastings
student body.

PROSECUTION
OPPORTUNITY

these firms are posted on the Mezzanine. Those students interested
in these firms should sign up. The
OffiCe will send the firm the resumes of these students. We hope that
this introduction of the student to
the firm will serve as a preliminary
to interviews on an individual basis.
We also hope that an indication of
the quality of the students at Hastings will induce these firms to interview here in the future.
To help educate the. students on
the pros and cons of various types
of practice, Law Piacement Forums
are held featuring prominent attorneys speaking on their respective
fields. They are presented singly
(like FBI Special Agent Bates on
October 25) or in panel discussions
(like the A B A presentation on
corporate practice on September
6)..
In additimin to all these programs
geared toward professional work,
the Law Placement Office. keeps up
to 30 part time jobs posted on the
bulletin board in the lobby.
Placement has been able to do a
lot under the leadership of Dean
Anderson, John McAlearney, Bob
Garcia, and Tanya Harris. It's continuing success depends of course,
on the willingness of students- to
cooperate in the details of administration as the interview schedule
becomes more crowded. The support of our alumni and an awareness of our placement program on
the part of the legal community
are also indespensible.
Coming in the next issue: "Everyone into- t h e Research Pool"y or
"Living in the Library for Fun and
Profit"

ROBERT P. GARCIA
&

&

--

Evelle J. Younger, District Attorney of Los Angeles, spoke to
Hastings students on Friday, October 4, abut employment opportunities in his office. Mr. Younger's
presentation was part of his recruiting' drive at the top twenty law
schools in the nation.
Opportunities exist, Mr. Younger
said, for summer clerks, senior
clerks, and Deputy District Attorneys,. Summer clerkships are limited to three months at $525 per
month. Senior clerkships are available to those who are awaiting
their Bar Exam results, and play
$677. Those who are members of
the Bar may become Deputies at
$84-2 per month. All of the positions
require a Civil Service test. However, the test for summer clerks
may be as minimal as, an informal
interview. About fifteen to twenty
summer clerkships are available.
Mr. Younger cited'a number of
reasons why students should consider seeking employment in his
office, including public service,
prestige, an adequate salary, trial
experience, interesting and varied
work, and the camaraderie of topnotch lawyers.
The Los Angeles D.A.'s office
handles more criminal cases than
any other office in the, world. It
employs, 313 attorneys to prosecute
forty thousand- felony and one hundred thousand misdemeanor complaints every year. The staff of 850
employees operates from 34 branch
offices serving 77 cities, with a population exceeding 7,000,000. The
staff includes 160 investigators.
Most of the lawyers who enter
Mr. Younger's office remain there
for a career. Less than nine per
cent of them leave the office each
year. Fifty of the deputies, make
-

over $25,000 a year. For policy
reasons, none of the attorneys are
permitted to. maintain a private
practice.
The pride of this progressive. office is the unique Research and
Training Section for Crime Prevention and Control. One of its chief
functions is the publication of a
mass of information for such diverse elements of our citizenry as
businessmen, peace demonstrators,
policemen, housewives, lawyers,
voters, doctors and students.

WIVES CLUB'
The Hastings Wives' Club, now entering its fifteenth year of operation,
offers a variety of programs and speakers at their monthly Thursday meetings
in the upcoming year. The group raises
money by selling coffee, doughnuts and
hot dogs on Saturday mornings to provide two interest-free scholarships to
a deserving second and third year student. In the spring, Professor Powell
will again teach a weekly series of
lectures about various aspects of the
law in conjunction with a book he is
now writing for the wives. Hastings is
proud to be the only law school besides
Harvard to offer such a program for its
married affiliates.
The- first general meeting was convened on October 9 by President Chris
McClure to give this year's members
a chance to get acquainted over such
stimulating activities as Monopoly, Risk,
Bingo,. and Scrabble. Prior to this, the
Annual Fall Tea was held on September 15, and featured speeches by Dean
Sammis, Professor Prosper, DIave Mulford and others. The HWC wishes to
thank social chairman Peggy Bartenetti
and Elese Rundel, and the professors'
wives who acted as hostesses.
October 19 was the date of the big
Bar-B-Que at Speedway Meadows in
Golden Gate Park. Free beer was provided for a minimal entrance fee and
a good time was undoubtedly had by
one and all.
-
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THESELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTE

The problem of relation to the
Military Selective Service System
(SSS) is one that faces all men
who have not yet had military experience. Because the Selective Service Act of 1967 and the directives
from the President have eliminated
student deferments for graduate
students (with some exceptions),
law students and those in other
fields must now reassess their relation to the draft. Many law students
will attempt to qualify for one of
the deferments allowed by law.
However, most will not qualify and
must face imminent induction. A
person in this position must understand what induction means and
the implications of military service.
Congress established the SSS to
procure manpower for the military
and the multitude of war related
industries. SSS published an "Orientation Kit" in 1965 in which a
document called "Channeling" was
included. It defines the function of
SSS as follows:
In the SS, the term "deferment"
has been used millions of times
to describe the method and
means used to attract to the kind
of service considered to be the
most important, the individuals
who were not compelled to do
it. The club of induction has been
used to drive out of areas considered to be less important to
the areas of greater importance
in which deferments were given,
the individuals who did not or
could not participate in activites which are considered essential to the nation.
It is entirely consistent that the
SSS should wish to channel as
much manpower as possible. It deplores losing control over the life
of any registrant. Withiout that control, the individual cannot be compelled to participate in the military organization:

I
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of induction" are to be troops or
civilians engaged in the development and production of the strategies and tools of war is not material. Both are equally necessary to
the war machine.
The SSS considers participation
in either the civilian or military aspectsi of the military-industrial complex as "recognized patriotic service to the nation." The SSS and
national leaders are the ones who
define "patriotic service". National
leaders make the decisions; the individual's role is to do what he s
told. He can only use such options
as are provided under laws written
by these same leaders. The people
are not consulted; rather, they are
ignored. The leaders act supposedly
in the national interest although
that interest is seldom candidly defined.
Law and Vietnam
The Presidential directives make
clear that the study of law is not
a patriotic service even though our
government has been declared to
be of law rather than of men. But
law is fundamental to our society.
It is instructive to see how our
leaders use law. The draft was established by law and is enforced
by penalties under law.
However, law that inhibits the
drive of our leaders to a goal is
often ignored. They have violated
many principles of international
law to more effectively p u r s u e

let us now return to the original
problem: How to deal with the
SSS. First, a summary. The view
presented is a perspective. of the
their policies in Vietnam. T h ey f our largest oil companies, the four SSS as the mechanism by which
rubber companies, and the
have used weapons prohibited by largest
largest banks. In Fortune, Mar. men are recruited to serve the
four
b o th the Geneva Convention of 1968, Herbert Fuller, an American goals of the national leaders and
1954 and the o,t h e r agreements promoter, said:
the oligopolistic corporations in Vilimiting the use of poison gas and
When the troops arrive to clear etnam. The SSS defines "patriotic
chemical agents. They arbitrarily
the area, as they sooner or later service" as the willing participation
installed President Diem in South
must, this American Capitalist of the individual in the seizing and
Vietnam. They declared elections
will be literally one step behind maintaining of Southeast Asia withto be impossible because they knew
them... I am in it for the mon- n the American sphere of interest.
Diem would lose. They attempted
ey. We could double our invest- The purpose is to extract profit and
to dvide Vietnam into two soverment in two years.
establish supremacy.
eign nations although the Geneva
investment
a
return,
such
With
By contrast, the view here preprohibitexpressly
Accords of 1954
ed it. American intervention vio- must be very profitable, in Vietnam. sented opposes those means and
lates the United Nations Charter The defense of these profits must those ends. It defines "patriotic
(Art. 2-4) and the Kellog-Briand be considered a major war aim.
of goals
Pact of 1928. By signing these docu- Those who provide the tools and service" as the promotion
people,
of
interest
that are in. the
or ViAmerican
are
whether they
philosoetnamese. Implicit in the
phy supported by the four powers
during the Nurenberg Trials. was
this same idea: The basic, human
rights of men form a duty superior
to that created by any human relation or political body or system.
Among these rights are, the rights
of all the people to life, a basic
standard of living and to the determination of their own form of government. The U. S. has violated
these rights in Vietnam, and, because the SSS provides the men
to implement those policies, in this
matter it must be, dealt with as an
organization that imposes its will
by force and can claim no alleHASTINGS, SIR. FIRST YEAR.
giance or respect from the American people.
The registrant has, a priori, a
ments, the U. S. declared armed strategies of war also make large
intervention to be illegal. Yet, the profits. According to the National hostile relationship with his draft
Bank's, "Monthly Letters' of board. He must take, steps to learn
U. S. asserts its right to defend City
April and August 1966, the com.- the contradictions within the sysdemocracy in Vietnam while it sup- panies most involved in Vietnam tem o he,may achieve a deoterminaports a corrupt military govern- show profit increases of 56%-176%.
ment which it installed without the While it is our patriotic duty to
consent of the people of either fight, it is evidently the corporations' patriotic, duty to make money
Vietnam or the U. S. Clearly, our hand over fist.
leaders do not consider themselves
Selective Service
bound by the laws, either they or
an idea of the theory
Having
their predecessors have made. But
and
practice
of the SSS and the
what holds for them does not hold reasons for which
it acquires men,
for others. They use laws to coerce individuals into participating
in the war via the "club of inducton."
Neo-Imperialism
-Although our government says
we are fighting for democracy in
vealing the true situation. The
BY BILL KRANZ
Vietnam, it does not apply the basic
Attention students who have quantity of graduate students reprinciples of democracy to the Vietnamese. Dean Rusk said in the been noticing a draft recently. If ceiving induction notices will "skyState Department Pamphlet "Why the military has been encroaching rocket" after the first of the new
Vietnam? ":I
upon your legal career, Hastings year. Students are just beginning
With its archiplellagoes, South- brings you a ray of hope, although to be reclassified. They are not yet
east Asia contains rich natural it may not be financially remuner- receiving induction notices because
resources and 200 million people.
of the low draft calls. dictated to the
Geographically, it has great strat- ative.
The Hastings Administration has Johnson Administration by elec-,
egic importance . . . more is at
stake than preserving the inde- expressed great confidence in its tion-year political expediency.
pendence of the peoples of South- ability to aid students, about to, beREFUNDS
east Asia..
in,
finishdraft,
of
the
victims,
According to. the caref ul caluclaSenator G a 1e McGee (D-Wyo.) come
said on the floor of the Senate ing this entire year of school. The tions of several whiz mathematicselective service policy is, to allow ians and the entire Voir Dire, staff,
(CR 2-17-65) :
the student to finish. only the semes- October 16 marked; the midway
The empire of Southeast Asia is ter. However, Dean Anderson is point in the f irst semester. This
the last large resource area out- corresponding with the particular f act becomes signif icant only when
side the control of any one of local boards, making our unique you are aware that page 18 of the
the great powers. In the hands full year program explicit. This H a s,t i n g s "gold-covered" catalog
of one . . . it can upset the bal- personalized approach has produced states that a student who is comance of the world. I believe that results from full year extensions, to pelled to, withdraw "on account of
the conditions of the Vietnamese promises to consider the possibility personal illness," (standing in a
people and the direction in which of- an additional extension at the draft brings on. this sort of illness)
their future may be going are semester's end. It is hoped. that fi- is entitled to a prorata refund: of
at this stage secondary.
nal examinations, will prove as un- his registration fee, but only if it
before the end of the first
It is -clear that our government avoidable as the proverbial death occurs
the semester. For the nonof
half
and
taxes.
economic
the
in
is more interested
students who really have
resident
Mr. Martin Marks, of the U.C. Office of Special Services (which han- a bundle invested,: They received
dles all selective service, matters their money's worth at the end of
for the Berkeley campus) stated five weeks. The five-week refund
that only a handful of graduate stu- plan presently used for the, nondents had so far received induction resident fee, is the plan used for all
notices. However, they feel that fees at U.C.B. It is the proposed'
their present statistics are not re- plan for 0-11 fees at Hastings.

BY MIKE MILLER
j-IASTINGS NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD)

Student Draft Statistics

A Low Body Count So Far
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GENERAL'DEFERMENTS
BY ED PARSONS
-The Selective Service System
presentation of -information estabfnctions through, its 4080 local
lishing his right to a deferment or
boards. The burden of proof from
exemption' constitutes a denial of
tetime the individual turns 18*
due pirocess. 7 Subsequent orders by
'and is required to register for the
a local board -aretreated as a nullity
drfuntil he is either drafted,
by the courts, and should the regisdOetermned. to be unacceptable, or
trant refuse induction, this
would
turns 26, is solely upon the regisnot constitute a violation. 8
trantto qualify himself for deferThe burden of actually recording
Ments or exemptions to which he
evidence
suff icient to bring the
might be entitled.' When an indiregistrant within the requirements
vidual first registers, he receives
of a particular exemption or- dea copy of SS. Form 100, and is clasferment, falls completely upon the
sified initially on the basis of the
registrant. 9 The registrant who has
information on that Form. The regno idea of those classifications to
ulations provide that all registrants,
which he mighb entitled is at a
shall be placed' in Class 1-A, "availdistinct disadvantage in, dealing
-able for military duty,") unless, inwith the Selective Service System.
formation is received which estabThe System has' no duty to.,, make
lishes eligibility for another classithis information available. to the
2
fication. Those law students whose
registrant, unless he makes a form6
student deferments are due to exal request. Even if information is
Ipire within the coming months can
available to the local 'board which
expect to be classified 1-A.
clearly establishes the registrant is
Exemptions and Deferments
qualified for an exemption, the. loareNOT a- Right.
cal board. has -no obligation to so
classify him, unless he makes a
The United States Code states the
formal request.' 0 Thus the regisprimary interest of the Selective
trant, who wishes to qualify himself
Service System "is that of national
for an exemption or def erment
defense rather than the welfare or
must: 1. Become familiar with the
necessities of the selectee."13 The
possible classifications, 2. Collect
ex-.
-view of the courts is that
emptions from military service proevidence and information sufficient
to establish a prima facie case for
-vided_ for in 6 of the -Act are
the desired classification, 3. Present
matters of legislative grace -and a
that information to his local board
service registrant claimwith a request for the board to rei :44~ha
exemPtio has the burd~n f ceary establihing-his right
open his classification and so classify him. Should the board fail to
thereto-"
reopen, he should. press his. state
Establihn a Claim to,, Exemption
director to 'intervene in his case,
or Deferment
suggesting -a denial. of due process.."
The court have repeatedly ruled
What Should the Registrant Know?
that "when, the uncontroverted eviFirst, the. registrant should be
dene suppor'ting 'a -registrant's
familiar with the Act
Military
claim, places him prima facie 'withSelective Service Act of 1967; Secin the statutory exemption., disond, the Regulations, 32, CFR 1600
missal of the claim-, olely on the
et seq.; Third, the Local Board'
basis of suspicion anid speculation
Memorandums; Fourth, The Suris-. - . foreign to the spirit of the
geon General's Me d i c a 1 Fitness
Act
~Such"prima facie cases
Standards for Induction into the
may, be rejected only if there is in"

..

-selective-

...

4. Fleming-v. U.S.., 344 F. 2d 912,9 915
(CA10, -'1965)
5. Dickinson v. U.S., 346 U.S. 389, 397
(1963, also see: Olvera v. U.S., 223
F. 2d 880 (CA 5, 1955)
6Fleming v. U.S..p,344'F. 2d,912.,915
":CA .10, 1965)

10. U.S. v. Palmer, 223 F. 2d 893 (CA 3.,
1955)
11. Howard F. Shattuck, III. ""Record
K e e p i n g Obligations of_ Local

Boards," Selective Service Law Re-

porter, Vol.. 1, No. 4, July 1968, pp.
4015 - 4028-.

fa miliar with. the Selective Service
System is the -Handbook for Conscientious Objectors, ninth edition.
This guide is. available from the
CCC!O,, West Coast Office, 437. Market St.,SnFacso California.
The New Draft Law: A mnulfor
lawyers and counselors is available
from the National Lawyers Guild,
Box 673, Berkeley,- Calif., 94701.
Student edition $5.00.
Law Students and the 1967 Act
The 1967 Act eliminated most
student deferments for graduate
students, as. well as deferments
such 'as 11-A parenthood. to those
registrants who are deferred as
students, after July 1, 1967. Still
available to all registrants are exemptions for medical, moral, or
psychological grounds, I-Y or IV-F,
and 111-A classifications for extreme hardship to dependents. The
only classifications available to law
students for deferment are II-S,
I-S(C), Ill-A, I-Y, and IV-F. (There
is a remote possibility that a law
student might secure a Il-A deferment claimngapprenticeship, for
essential civilian employment; law
pretations o hepoisions o
students may also qualify for I-0,
or I-A-0 classifications; for Consci12. A. The Act. Regulations, Memorandums, and Surgeon Generals Report
are available in the Selective Service Law Reporter. This loose-leaf
service is, at the main desk in the
Hastings Library.
B. The Act and- Regulations are
availabte from the Supt. of Documents, Washington, D.1C. 20402 for
$5. The Memorandums are also available from the Supt. of Documents
for $4.00.
C. The new Regulations issued to'
conform to the 1967 Act are reproduced in 32 Federal Register 128
J1-uly 4,,1967)
iiThe, Military Se lective Service
Act of, 1967 is available free from
your Congressman. (50 App. USC
451 et seq.)

entious Objectors, however, these
classifications do not exempt the
registrant from service -and thus
shall not be discussed here.).
Studeot Deferments
Student deferments are provided.
for in Section 6(i) of the Act, and
Sections 1622.15, 1622.25, and
1622.26 of the regulations.. There
are two types of student deferments available to graduate students -. II-S, and I-S(C). Il-S deferments are available only to law
students who entered law school on
or befo re October 1, 1967. All. third
year law students who have maintained a regular progression in their
study are eligible for a 11-S deferment. I-S(C) deferments are available to registrants who are pursu-'
ing a full-time course of instruction
at a college, university, or graduate school at the -time they receive their induction notice. Such
a classification should not be confused with a postponement of induction. A I-S(C) deferment cancels
an induction notice, and upon expiration., the regi strant is. entitled
to full appeal, rights - Reg. 1623.4.
Not only does this deferment- make,
it possible for a- student to complete
the current school, year,I but since
he regains his appeal rights, there
is a good chance that he 'will be
able to make. it through the succeedling year by making full use of
the appeal procedures, and, then
requesting a postponement of his
induction.
Who is Entitled to a I-S(C)
Deferment?
1. Anyone who has not had a
Il-S deferment -since July 1, 1967
is entitled to a I-S(C) deferment, including graduate students. These
individuals are clearly eligible to a.
I-S(C) according to -Reg. 162215(b),
Act," Sec-. 6(iX.2), and- LoealiftBord
(pe -aMemorandum No., 87
tions. Bulletin No. 311).i
There
a
]r diinlitr
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"This para-

-aph" clearly refers to section
h)(1) which provides only for un.rgraduate deferments. Thus, a
-aduate student, who has had only
graduate 11-S since July 1, 1967,
eligible under section 6(i) for a
S(C).
3. A student who received, but
d not request an undergraduate
-S can argue that he should be
igible for a 1-5(C). This argument
made by analogy from Local
card Memorandum No. 84, which
-ovides that a registrant who re.ived but did not request a Il-S
still eligible for a 111-A deferent for fatherhood. It should thus
llow that a person who received
it did not request a 11-S is, still
igible for a 1-5(C).
Class Ill-A
There are two categories of Ill-A
,ferments: 1. Registrant with child
children, and 2. Registrant derred by reason, of extreme; hardip to dependents. (Regulations,
;22.30).
Category 1. - Registrant with a
ild or children. A registrant who,
Ls been classified in Class 11-S
.ice July 1, 1967 is not entitled
a Ill-A deferment: EXCEPTION:
iose registrants who have. reived but did not request a Il-S
,Cferment, are st"
_44Ill enwtitled. to%.-,
a*

not clear whether those studentsa
who have had only a graduate IL-S
since July 1, 1967 are entitled, to
a Ill-A deferment. Those anticipating having children should, seek an
advisory opinion from their state
director if they contemplate seeking a Ill-A deferment.
Category 2. Registrants deferred by reason of extreme hardship to dependents. The regulations
provide: "In Class Ill-A shall be
placed any registrant whose induction into the armed forces would
result in extreme hardship (1) to
his wife, divorced wife, child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister
who is dependent upon him for
support
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iese interpretations would make
wcellent points for litigation, as
ie regulations are clearly in conict with the Act.
2. For a second year law student
ho has had, only a IL-S graduate
eferment since July 1, 1967, it
iay be argued that he is entitledi to
1-S(C) deferment. Section 6(hyl)
Fthe Act specifically provides for
nd'ergraduate deferments only.
he paragraph then provides, "No
.rson who has received a student
:,,ferment under the provisions! of
as paragraph shall thereafter be
-,anted a deferment [I-S,(C)I under
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1622.30(b)]

Financial dependency is not the
sole determinant of the registrant's
claim. Psychological or physical dependency may also be sufficient to
prove extreme hardship. The registrant seeking to substantiate a
claim of psychological or physical
dependency should read this section of the regulations carefully,
read section 1061 of the, Selective
Service Law Reporter, pg. 1055,
and consult with a competent draft
counselor.
Classes I-V and IV-F
All registrants should consult
the Surgeon General's "Medical
Fitness Standards, for Induction in
Peacetime Army." These may be
found in the Selective Service Law
Reporter. A registrant who believes
that he has, one, or more. of the disabilities set out in this!report, should
consult a counselor, as well as his
doctor. He should study section
1623 of the Regulations. Section
1628.2(b) states: "Whenever a registrant who is in. Class, I-A, Class
I-A-O, or Class I-0 claims that he
has one or more of the disqualifying medical conditions or physical
defects . . . the local board shall
order him to present himself for
interview with the medicaladvisonr

ficient simply to, state that he believes he has one! or more of the
conditions listed in the surgeon general's report. Operations Bulletin
No. 327, August 23, 1968, makes
provisions for securing such an interview even after an, armed forces
physical.
Should the registrant be found
qualified at his pre-induction physical, and have already appeared for
a medical interview, he may wish to
apneal tol:
1. Surgeon, U.S. Army Recruiting Command, Hampton, Va.
2. Surgeon General Leonard Heaton, Department of the Army,
Washington, D.C.
3. His congressman,. and state. director of selective service.
Psychiatric problems may also
qualify a registrant for exemption
from the armed services. Phychiatric claims are the most difficult
to present at the pre-induction physical, and should be documented
and presented to the local board as
from the armed services. Psychiaatric Examinations and, Reports, on
Draftees," and "Medical and Psychiatric Unfitness for Militry Duty,"
Guild Practitioner, Vol. 26, No. 3,
1967]
What If I Am 26?9
As the Selective Service System
is now constituted,, a registrant who
is, 26 is for all practical purposes
free f r o; m induction. However,
should the President institute the
"prime age group" system of induction, it seems quite likely that
even those registrants over 26
would be subject to the, draft, assuming they had incurred extended
liability. T h o s e registrants. appro-aching t h e i r 26th birthday
should consult section, 1631.7 of the
regulations. Immediately upon turning 26 they should, notify their local board, in order to prevent the
local board from inducting them
out of the, proper order of call.

of them. (If he professes knowledge,
he also professes superiority to, the
members of the local board.) If it
becomes necessary for him to press,
a point he should consult an attorney, and have, him write. a letter in
the registrant's behalf. As the. decisions of the, local boards are largely discretionary, even in, cases
where it clearly appears that they
have no alternative but to reach a
particular result, it is extremely advisable that the registrant maintain
a friendly relationship with the
members of the board.
Due Process, and the, Draft
The 1967 Act eliminates, all judicial review in noncriminal -preinduction proceedings - Act, Sec.
10(b)(3); 50 App. USC 450(bX3).
"No judicial review shall be
made -of the classification or
processing of any registrant..
except as a defense to a criminal
prosecution . .*"
However, the opinion of Peterson v. Clark, Civ. No. 47888 (N.D.
Calif. May 28, 1968), declared this
section of the. Act unconstitutional.
The government decided not to appeal the ruling. This case has been
given additional weight by recent
decisions, of Federal district courts
in New York (Kimball v. SS. Local
Board No. 15, S.D.N.Y., 1968), California, (Turley v. SS. C.D. Cal.
April, 1968), and Arizona (Brewer
v. Clark, U.S.D.C. Ariz., May 1968).
The case now before. the Supreme
Court (Oestereich v. SS. Local Board
No. 11) raises the possibility that
registrants who wish to challenge
the actions of their local boards
denying certain claimed deferments
and exemptions may be eligible for
judicial review in the Federal courts
prior to criminal prosecution.
There is also the possibility, yet to
be tested that the Declaratory Judgment Act (28 U.S.C.A. 2201) might
provide a means for obtaining
pre-induction review. Thisc would

postponement possible for students
until the end of the year, even
though they might not qualify for
a I-S(C) deferment.
Bill Smith, a draft 'attorney from
Southern California states: "Ordinarily, a draft board will exercise
a discretion in granting a postponement if there has beeni an emergency or if the individual is, not eligible
for a I-S(C) classification but desires to finish a. semester before
going into the Armed Forces. There
is no requirement that an. individual who is not eligible for a I-S(C)
classification be given a postponement of his induction,, however."
Those students wishing to finish
the year, and yet expecting to be
inducted, should, write. the, state director requesting an advisory opinion.
Don't Approach the, Selective
Service System as a Lawyer
Regardless of how well a registrant understands the Act, the regulatioins, and memorandums; regardless of how well his claim is documented, and how well he is convinced that he is entitledi to a particular classification, he should always approach the Selective Service System with humility. In phrasing his requests for particular classifications he should say something
to the effect: "It is my uniderstanding that I am eligible for a. . .1
He should never quote the Act or
Regulations, as the Selective Service System assumes his ignorance

Except for the, procedural delay
obtained by seeking either a 1-0
or a I-A-O classification, conscientious objection is of no aid to the
law student desiring to, complete
his studies. Operations BulletiiNo. 328, September 5, 1968, states
that the "Special form for Conscientious Objectors" (SS,. Form
150) has been revised, and that the
new edition should arrive at the local boards sometime during October, 1968. This new writing is, designed to bring the form in, line
with the Seeger decision - (U.S. v.
Seeger, 380 U.S. 163). Those individuals considering applying for
a conscientious objector classification would, be, well advised to make
certain that they obtain the revised
SS Form 150.
Draft Counsel1ing
Plans are now being madle to
organize draft counseling for Hastings studients. A "Selective, Service
Questionnaire" has been prepared,
and will be made available, shortly.
In -addition, it is hoped that there
will be- sufficient interest among
Hastings students. to have a seminar
on the draft sometime, in November. This seminar, if held, will be
conducted by Eric Seitz who, led a
similar seminar at Boalt Hall last
year. With adequate counseling
most students will be able to complete the year, even if not clearly
entitled to any deferment or exemption.

.
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LAW AND THE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR
BY MIKE MILLER
The United States Constitution
guarantees the right to freedom of
religion. All -legislation relating to
conscripted military manpower allows for deferments based on religious objection to participation in
war. Section 6 (j) of the new draft
law allows deferment of one who
"by reason of religious training or
belief, is conscientiously opposed
to war in any form" or who is opposed to combatant -duty. Those deferred under this section are known
as conscientious objectors. Those
who are opposed to war in any form
qualify under 1-0 status and those
who are opposed only to combat
qualify as 1-AO. The former will
not be inducted but must perform
alternative civilian service. in the
national interest. The latter, are inducted but receive non-combatant
duty assignments, usually as. medics. Application for either status
should be made on SSS form 150
although a written statement is
acceptable without the form. The
section specifically states that a
C.O. deferment will not he granted
on the basis of "essen.ti ally political, sociological or philosophical
views or merely a personal moral
code."
This law was written after the
famous U.S. Supreme Couit decison, U.S. v.Seeger (380 U.S. 163,
1966). This decision established the
right to a 1-0 status on the basis
that "a given belief that is sincere
and meaningful occupies a place in
the life of its possessor parallel to
that filled by the orthodox belief
in God of one who clearly qualifies
for the exemption." This statement
made belief in God unnecessary.
The 'three petitioners in Seeger
cited various modern theologians,.
Buddhist and ancient Greek philosophies to support their claim.the
v.their amnr
base
Those who.U_

well as Mythology. One can make a
C.O. claim on those aspects without the mythology. However, it is
essential to claim that the particular views involve duties superior
to those arising from any human relation. While G od was formerly
the focus of those duties, it is now
possible to place the focu4-s on humanity, -the organic unity of the
world or similar notions. The application for C.O. status (SSS Form
150) contains a question that asks
under what circumstances, the registrant believes in the use of force.
One can believe in the use, of force
in self defense and still qualify.
One does not need to be a pacifist.
Every registrant facing the probability of induction should read the
Seeger Case to determine if his
views are similar. He should also
talk to a competent draft counselor to fully understand the basis
for conscientious objection. The
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors, West Coast Office,
437 Market St., S.F. publishes an
excellent handbook on the C.O.,position, a pamphlet on how to fill
out the C.O. form (SSS Form 150)
and other materials. It also provides draft counselling.
LOCAL BOARDS
The local* boards have three or
more members appointed by the
President on the recommendation
of the Governor.. They are usually
business men. Only board- members
can issue a classification, an Order
to Report for Pre Induction Physical or an order to Report for InVp
-v

duction. Since every, local board
has large numbers of men under its
jurisdiction, its decision are very
hastily made. For example, in Los
Angeles, the average registrant is
reclassified by his local board in
eleven seconds. [The average time
can be computed from the minutes
of the board meeting. These include
the time of the meeting and the
number of actions taken.] Board
members undergo no special training and their knowledge of the
law, regulations., directives, memos
and related court decisions varies
but is generally poor. Such an atmospherye of ignorance and hurried
decisions generates many errors.
Any error, which is-material to a
registrant's classification and which
is not corrected by the State Appeals Board, becomes grounds for
dismissal of an indictment for refusing to submit to. induction. The
only i ule one can follow is that a
local board will be inconsistent in
its decnisions as well as with the
practice of any other board. However, the boards also vary according to region. Boards in metropolitan areas generally handle more
diverse cases and know more about
procedure. But because 'they have
a lar~ger load, they tend to be more
blUreaucratic. Rural boards tend to
be more ignorant but also more sincere. The same is true for induction centers.
Because the local boards are
prone to make errors, the registrant should protect himself. He
should keep a copy of whatever he
sends to the board and should keep
everything he receives from it. He
should send all communications
certifie 1, return receipt requested
or" deliver it in person and get a
written receipt. _These Procedures
p'-ote!.'-t him if the board loses anything from his file.

that time. It is the registrant's r esponsibility to submit information
t,) s"l.ow why he should receive any
particular classification. The more
information he submits, the better
are his chances of receiving the desir ed classification. Requests for
medical deferments should include
doctor's reports, X-rays, lab reports, etc. Requests for C.O. status
should include a well written C.O.
form and as many supporting letters aS possible. Any deferment
should be claimed as soon as possible because the law requires the
registrant to notify his board within ten days of any change of
status. However, a registrant can
claim a specific status at any time.
If he does so after receiving an
Order to Report for- Induction, he
must show that the basis for the
claim arose after he received the
Order from circumstances beyond
his control. It has been held that
the receipt of an Induction Order
produced a change in status beyond
the registrant's control when he
then asked for C.O. status. The best
rule is the sooner one claims a
status, the better.
After receiving any classification,
the registrant has thirty days to
ask for a personal appearance before his local board or, if he is unable to appear, to appeal. Failure
to do either is a waiver of appeal
rights unless he has been deceived
by a staff or board member. The
request for an appearance must be
granted although it will be scheduled -at the board's convenience.
When the registrant appears, he
should remember that he is asking

the board to change his classification and attempt to convince the
board of his right to the classification. Humility is often a good method but it should be played by ear.
The registrant cannot have an attorney present nor can he call witnesses. The local board can call
witnesses but seldom does. Often,
the board members have no idea
why the person has appeared because they have not read his file.
After the appearance, the registrant should prepare a summary
of what took place and include all
pertinent pi ocedural occurances
such as the members not having
read his file. The draft board usually does not make a transcript or a
summary of any appearance. The
only written rec.1ord kept by the
boaid is the mintites of its meetings. These usually include only
the -classification given without explanation,
After the interview, the board
must reopen the file and classify
the registrant anew even if he receives the same classification, he, had
before. The registrant has thirty
days fr om the date of the mailing
to appeal to the State Appeals
Board. A notice of appeal should
be sent to the local board and they
will forward the file to the Appeals
board. The right to appeal ends
at the state level unless the state
board is divided. If that occurs, and
it sek~som does, an appeal may be
p-ose--uted to the President. If the
registrant wishes to delay the proceedings, he should wait until the
thirty day period has almost passed
before filing the proper notice.
The registrant can be ordered to
Report for a Pre-Induction Physical
at any time regardless of his classification.. However., he is usually
so ordered after he is classified

view argue t'hat one should not
have to subject ihimself to a felony
indictment to obtain it. As far asthis writer knows, this question has
not yet been resolved, although
Petersen v Clark (Civ. No. 47888)
in the Northern District of California has extended judicial review.
The test of any classification in
court has been whether it has a
basis in fact. The sources of evidence supporting a basis in fact are
very limited. Such a basis can not
be established from the defendant's
file because the local board seldom
submits evidence into the file.Th
board members would have difficulty giving testimony that such a
basis existed because they probably do not remember the defendant and have never read his file.
Since, the new law eliminated the
FBI investigation and Justice Department hearing on C.O. applications, this source, of evidence is no
longer available. Under such conditions, the material submitted by
the defendant himself has a crucial
importance.
It appears that political pressures
have much to do with court decisions. Since the Vietnam war is
generally unpopular among draftees, the pressures created have influenced decisions. 'The recent orders of Justice Douglass, staying
the shipment of reserves to Vietname and, even more important, the
order staying the shipment of Lt.
Hugh Smith, a key organizer of the
G.I. March for Peace set for October 12, are good examples.. If this
trend continues, it is likely that
many rules governing draft cases
will be expanded.
LAW STUDENTS AND C.O.
Law students, in so far as they
wnt ton prrcielawfind them-

Acceptability. He will either be declared, suitable, unsuitable or determination postponed for some
reason.
It' he is found suitable, he is
liable for induction. He should report for induction even if he intends to refuse to submit. If he refuses, he will be questioned by military intelligence. He does not have
to sign a statement or to say anything to any official. He will be allowed to leave and his file will be
sent to the State Director and then
to the Federal District Attorney
for prosecution.
DEFENSE AGAINST
INDICTMENT
The defense to any criminal proceeding finds its basis in the errors
of SSS. A prerequisite for a successful defense is the exhaustion of all
administrative remedies. The registrant must have prosecuted his appeal rights and completed all administrative procedures. Whether
the process of induction is itself an
administrative remedy is a question currently under litigaton. It
has been established that one need
not submit to induction and then
sue for a Writ of Habeas Corpus to
obtain judicial review. The question now is whether one must refuse induction to obtain judicial
review. The 1967 Act attempts to
limit review to this under the
theory that the induction procedure
is an administrative remedy because the registrant could still be
rejected. But this seldom happens
and those who wish to extend re-

is unpopular- and there are many
more conscientious objectors now
than ever before. Some knowledgable sources feel that the California Bar will soon declare that conviction for refusing induction on
C.O. grounds is not a crime involving such moral turpitude as to exclude a person from the. bar. The
California Supreme Court has already ordered Terrance Hallinan
admitted although he had been
convicted of a misdemeanor arising
f rom a civil rights sit-in in an automobile dealership.
Will it be possible to get a j ob
if one takes a C.0. status or is convicted of refusing induction? Again,
political factors and individuals, become important. The large law factories, as C. Wright Mills called
the larger firms, would be least
likely to hire either a C.O. or a
felon. However, there are numerous liberal attorneys who would
probably hire such people. Most
members of the Selective, Service
Lawyers Panel, of which there are
over one hundred in the Bay area,
would probably hire such men of
conscience.
The fear of being unable to practice is a valid one and there is good
reason for it. Such fears are evidence of the oppression and dictation of morality that the government attempts to impose on the
people. Oppression cannot be defeated by submission but only by
firm opposition. Each law student,
as well as every other registrant,
must decide how he will handle, the
"club of induction" and that choice
is not an easy one to make.
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The Activist
On September- 14 a speaker Clame to
the general meeting of the Law Students Civil Rights Research Council.
He leveled a good deal of criticism at
legal institutions. He criticized Hastings,
although he was a member of the class

of 1964. In succession hie lambasted
the nature of our legal system, the
form and content of legal education in
this country, a good proportion of all
law s t ude n ts, the Vietnamese war,
fascistic tendencies in contemporary
American society, the tactical squad of
the San Francisco Police Department,
and the educational and judicial structur-e of the state of California. At 12:30
p.m. the speaker stepped down from
the podium, L.S.C.R.R.C. adjourned, and
I suppose the speaker went to lunch.
Terence Kayo Hallinan had returned
to Hastings. He spent three years here
as a student. During those three years
he was arrested eleven times; but only
eight times in San Francisco,. The charges ranged from disturbing the peace to
assaulting an officer. He served on the
Ad Hoc Committee to End Discrimination; He organized W.E.B. Dubois
Clubs; He graduated from Hastings
without academic blemish, but was refused admittance to the California Bar,
on the grounds of "tpossessing contempt
for orderly systems based on laws", and
for contending "that an attorney should
be able to choose what laws to obey,
and what laws were unjust and must be
disobeyed." He was finally admitted to
the California Bar by a 6-1 decision of
the Supreme Court of California in 1965.
In the case of "Hallinan vs. the Committee of Bar Examiners of the State Bar,"
the Supreme Court held that "admission
was a right, rejecting the Bar's contention that admission was a privilege; and
further as a right was entitled to procedural due pr-ocess." The Supreme
Court held finally, "that no applicant
for admission to the California Bar
could be excluded because of his political beliefs." Since admission to the
bar, Terence Hallinan, as attorney-atlaw, has represented American military men who refused to serve in Viet
Nam, the students of the San Francisco
State Campus, and he is currently crusading diligently for abolition of the
Tactical Squad of the San Francisco
Police Department.
LAW STUDENTS: ALIENATION
OR SELF-DETERMINATION

of the "'Abraham Lincoln-log cabin-do it yourself-- law education" are far
removed from the realm of possibility
that when someone comes along in that
manner, A is f-ont page news. Success
and survival in law schools today depend upon access, and tragically, access is denied to many.
Finally, the control and management
of many of America's law schools is
dehumanizing and alienating. The Board
of Regents of the University of California is composed of five ex officio memplumber's union. There are many corporations represented by regents who
sit on their respective corporate boards

of director s, but there is no member
representing the N.A.A.C.P., the A.C.L.U., or the students themselves. Hallinan indicated that in this area of control of America's legal and educational
institutions lies a large part of contemporary educational and social problems.
bers and nineteen appointed members.
Among these, Hallinan indicated. there
are no professional educators except
Max Rafferty. There is only one labor
union member-from the "conservative"
plumber's unions. The institutions, are
selective and iniaccessable. The- curriculum is fastidiously narrow. The. entire institution perpe tuates Itself by
what it teaches, anfd even by who it
admits for instruc'tion. The result'-is that
the task of America's attorneys becomes
the participation in redistribution of
wealth among those who already have it,
and the urgent -problems of humanity
and society are ignored by those most
capably trained to discover -solutions.
Hallinan did not find the content of
the education available in the law
schools conductive to the knowledge he
asserts to be valid. The "case method"
approach excludes, the purposes and social forces behind the law, and it tends
to preclude deeper philosophical investigation. He- pictured law school, for the
average law student, as "three years of
rote memorization of several thousand
cases and a few restatements of the law,
and absolute oblivion to social and economic problems, racial problems, and
current philosophical problems regarding the nature of the state, and the individual's relationship, in society." He
criticized the fact that there is emphasis placed on the law of property
values and a corresponding deemphasis
on the law of human values. The Student who intends to practice criminal
law will be compelled to study a ma,jority of his law- school hours' in the
areas of property law. Hallinan felt it
symptomatic of the conservative isolation of the law schools that the law of
conscientious objection and resistence
to the selective service is not offered in
the curriculums of schools across the
nation although "thousands resist the
war. in Vietnam as illegal, unconstitutional, and immoral". Alienation of law
students and law schools from contemporary ocniial problems is"merely com
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Hallinan indicated that the November Election is a phenomenon both "exciting and frightening". He feels that
the "Law and Order" banner is blinding
the citizenry to the real problems in our
society. He quoted a reflection from
Huey Long to effect that if fascism ever
comes to this nation it will come under
the banner of patriotism. Hallinan alters
this prediction. He feels that facism is
on the move and that it comes not as a
patriot, but in the blue uniforms of our
police. He was particularly incensed at
the Tactical Squad of the San Francisco
Police Department. He charges that excessive force has been applied repeatedly by the Tac Squad in performance
of its functions. He, states: "The use of
unjustified and excessive force in making arrests is a felony in this state. The
The tactical squad of San Francisco
has been guilty of excessive force on
several occasions. Those officers responsible are felons and they are being
shielded."
THERE IS HOPE
These are some of the charges Mr.
Hallinan has leveled against us all. It
would appear bleak on its face, were
there not more. Hallinan indicated his
optimism at the developments in the
legal community and law schools in the
four years since he graduated. On the
premise, that ultimate responsibility for
tomorrow lies with the law students of
today, he was encouraged by increased
participation & social activism he found
at Hastings, and abroad in schools of
this nation. He parted with this advice:
"The best relationships of your lives, the
ones that will remain throughout your
careers in the law are being formed
now. The definition of your legal existence lies within the years of work, the
friendship; launched, and the personal
involvement now."
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Change for a Dime?90
BY JAY JOHNSON
Political 1968 thundered: ontoi the
stage with hope as its password.
A series of surprising and tragic
events has left us with little, more
than a cross between a three-ring
circus and a theatrical tragedy in
three acts.
More than any other year, this
year, the American people wanted,
nay, needed a true choice. For a
while, it looked as though we might
have had that choice, but is has
been ripped from our h ands, by that
badly antiquated machinery, that
ecclectic hodge-podge of political
standlings, known affectionately- as
the "party." Here is the true result of apathy.
The American two party system
has run rampant. Although it may
have started, out as a, glorious and
wonderous experiment in the politic,al arena, it has evolved, into
little more than a 'pale reflection
of the establishment's, current fashWitness Daley's Chicago
ion. ramrod session - The parties have
lost all touch with the grass roots.
They mock the concept of republican government.
A recent Harris poll revealed
57% of those interviewed would
prefer someone other than one, of
the three candidates for the Presidency. 49% feel that they have a
fair choice, and a full 46% are disappointed by t h e alternatives.
(Newsweek, Sept. 30, p. 30)
Still, the true indicator of the deep
dissatisfaction emoting from the
country this year is the' incredible
success of George Wallace. The obvious inference from his progress
thus far, is that a substantial number of Americans are willing to
give him a turn at the helm - to
try to regain some of the illusion
of the power and dignity the individual has lost to centralized government in the past decades.

much to everyone's consternation. This remarkable, ticket cannot
help but win this November.
On the other side of the nebulous line that separates the, elephants from the. . . ah, donkeys,
stands Hubert H. Humphrey. All
that is wrong with Hubert is: not his
fault. Mother Johnson has handed
him the green shaft several times
and leaves our humble pill peddler
with an indefensible foreign policy
to, join with an unpopular domestic
program. The apron strings cannot
be cut. He has hung on too, long.
Humphrey promised to end the
war. He has not been able to do
this in four years of riding "shotgun." He also promised to, end- the
crime in our streets, - another situation that reached its peak during
his tenure. Muskie is the only
bright spot in his -campaign, but
Humphrey wants, him to handle the
problems on the urban-domestic
scene. Naturally, H H H picked a
man from Maine, the bastion of big
cities.
Even the youth, "traditional supporters" of the Democratic party
are swinging away. Thoroughly disenchanted with the, party in general, and Chicago in particular, the
Democratic standard bearer is bearing the brunt of young hecklers.
It is little wonder that many traditionally Democratic "blue" and
"white" collar workers and other
''respectable'' people are turning
away in desperation; to Wallace. He
is the only candidate with the fortitude to stand up and articulate
the, worst of their desires. A man
wants to walk down his, street at
night without ending up in a footrace with a mugger. He wants to
send his kids to neighborhood
schools, not move into the Richmond District and have hist kids
bused to Mission. He wants to get
out of Viet Nam, or get in, all the
way and get it over with. The aver-

ward" or "solidfly" in the Nixon
camp. Wallace commands 89, while
Humphrey claims only 54 electoral
votes. It cannot be seriously contended that Wallace is running on
his own. strength. His main support
comes from people who are frustrated, angered, and disgusted with
machine politics dished up by the
two, major parties.
The GOP offers, for its '68 line,
"Tricky" Dick Nixon. A man does
not change his basic nature and
we see nothing more. than a glossed
over stereotype of the 1960 model.
A bit, dented around the edges, and
owing more political favors than
Chiquita has bananas, Dick has the
edge. He intends, to hold it by not
saying anything. He promises an
"honorable end" to the deadly fiasco in Viet Nam, but refuses to
unwrap his solution. He doesn't
want to "endanger" the Paris tea
party. He is for "law and order',,
but then, who isn't? His running
mate spends his afternoons browsing through the "Dictionary of
American Slang" and his evenings
applying his new-found knowledge

to the fore; call it as, you may, but
the net result is the ordinary working man now has a "folksy" hero.
Wallace tells the, average, man, what
he wants to hear out of a Presidential candidate. Wallace say's
what he thinks. He makes, complex
problemsi sound easy. One, can readily see why he has, appeal. The two
major parties. ha v e themselves,
alone, to blame. They turned, their
backs on the, people, and Wallace
faces them. While Wallace, probably cannot throw the, electioni into
the House of Reprfesentatives he
has, nevertheless, served his function. He has; shown the GOP -and
the Democratic machines that they
have. rendered themselves incapable of attending to the needs of the
people. They ought to give the people what they want, not what the
parties believe is best. One need; not
explain this to Hubert and Dick,
as they run in hasty, uneasy steps
toward Pennsylvania Avenue-constantly glancing back at the, "White
Knight" that chases them.
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CIVICJ9HTS §IESEAR§H CouNpcII
THE NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
Formed in 1963 by eastern law
students who gave up summer jobs
to go south as volunteer clerks for
civil rights lawyers, the Law Students Civil Rights Research Council
has grown to 1500 members with
chapters in sixty law schools. From
headquarters based at the American Civil Liberties Union in New
York, Renaldo Glover, Executive
Director, and Richard Huffman,
Associate Director, coordinate a
national program which is designed
to introduce students to civil rights
work, and to give them an opportunity t o supplement classroom
study with a look at the "living
law." LSCRRC pricks the social
problems and defects in the legal
system, and investigates ways of
effectively using the law to eliminate discrimination and poverty in
the United States.
Aside from advising and coordinating programs of member chapters, one of the national organization's most significant services is
the annual Summer Internship Program involving over 200 students
from member law schools. Interns
are selected on the basis of competitive interviews, and applicants
are assigned to civil liberties lawyers, law school. professors, 0 E 0
community action programs, welfare rights groups, and private. action groups in northern and southern communities. Drawing a subsistence stipend of $40 each week
and travel expenses, the interns
U

serve as research assistants, com- July, 1968, New York Cty, LSCRRC
munity organizers, and field investi- brought Federal District Court action against the New York State
gators.
Bar Association to enjoin the orThe Council's impact on the legal ganization from questioning appliprofession is greater than providing cants about their private beliefs
a few law students with extra cur- and associations. There will be more
ricular glimpses of social problems. of the same.
.
As Fred Powledge, formerly of the
The Hastings chapter of LSCRRC
New York Times has said, "The consists of several subdivisions.
Law Students Civil Rights Research There programs are, briefly set
Council . . . shows promise of be- forth here.
soming an effective thorn in the
side of the old-line conservative bar Naomi Robinson
groups. Possibly when the youthful Charles Schwartz
members of the Council become Mike Ferguson
the junior and senior men in im- Gene Weisfeld
portant law firms and in government offices, many of them will Darcy Priest
carry their knowledge and their Gary Horn
liberalism with them."
Recent Activities
CURRICULUM REFORM
September, 1967, Newark, New
Jersey, Law Students Civil Rights
There is an increasing number of
Research Council opened a store- persons among those who fill the
front Police Complaint Center to corridors of Hastings whose study
collect data on alleged police bru- of the law is prompted by a contality, instruct slum residents on cern for "equal justice" and whose
investigating brutality charges, and purpose it is to utilize the law as an
teach ghetto, residents about consti- instrument of social change.
tutional rights. October, 1967, San
In response to this "new breed"
Francisco, California, L S C R R C of law student and in tune with the
sponsored a weekend symposiuinl on sociological conditions which have
Juvenile Justice attended by mem- necessitated this evolution, leading
bers of the bar,* bench, academic law schools throughout the nation
and social services communities. are beginning to revamp their curNovember, 1967, Jackson, Missis- ricula to include courses in "povsippi, LSCRRC members from thir- erty law" and related fields. Across
ty law schools moved into. Mississip- the bay, Boalt Hall offers a course
pi counties to aid 200,00:0 Blacks in Modern Social Legislation dealexercising their voting rights for ing with minimum standards of
the first time and to shield them living, unemployment insurance,
from harrassment and intimidaton. health insurance,, welfare, pension

plans and low cost housing. Stanford presents to the law student
the opportunity of enrolling in a
course in Legal Problems of the
Poor which is concerned with special difficulties facing the indigent:
housing, education, employment,
welfare and assistance, programs.
Also available is Civil Liberties and
Rights in the U.S., a course which
covers freedom of speech and religion, the rights of psychedelic
drug cults, rights of college students, limitations, on the powers of
secret agents, and the Selective
Service System.
NEW COURSE
LSCRRC and the, Dean's Office
(in conjunction with various legal
organizations such as The. Legal
Aid Society and CRLA) are currentely exploring the possibility
of offering a two unit elective
course on various facets of poverty law. The course would cover
a wide range of the legal problems facing the poor including
such subjects as housing, employment, consumer fraud, and debtor's remedies. It is. hoped that the
course will be available, next
semester. A questionaire will be
circulated. tol determine if there
is sufficient student interest.
Because the. need for curriculum
improvements is not confined to
those interested in civil liberties,
LSCRRC, with the co-sponsorship of
the National Lawyers' Guild, ThurContinued
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ston Society, the International Law
Society and other campus organizations have launched a program of
general curriculum reform,. In an
enlightened spirit, a "Model Curriculum" for Hastings is being prepared. Each of the groups is actively working on specific recommendations representing their respective interests. Additional suggestions made by individuals questioning the value of some of the
present mandatory courses, and offering possible substitutions are being considered. However,. more
people are needed to work on these
ideas if the program is to, be successful.
The course proposals will be substantiated by research 'findings.
This will include not only the California Bar requirements but also
such relevant subjects as what an
attorney of t o d a y needs to be
equipped to practice. Questionnaires will be distributed, calling
for additional suggestions and confirming student interest in present
proposals. A professor qualified to
teach the particular course and the
securing of necessary funds are all
considerations which are being
worked on and which will be submitted with the final proposals.
Going through the prescribed
channels, the Model Curriculum
will be presented to ASH. for its
endorsement, then to the StudentFaculty Committee and finally to
the Administration, who it is hoped
will continue -to be responsive to
student needs and act quickly on
these constructive proposals.
In order for students to exercise
some influence and control over
curriculum, there must be a broad
base of affirmative support. It is
therefore vital that there be evidence of substantial student inter-

SPEAKER SERIES
In a n attempt to familiarize
Hasting's students with the field of
poverty law, LSCRRC will conduct
a lecture series designed to acquaint
students with the legal, economic,
and social problems which exist today among the rural and urban
poor, the Black community, the
Continued

LSCRRC's Charles Schwartz, a veteran of Mississippi civil rights work, provides information concerning available legal services at the Fillmore office'of
Youth for Service.

Zacher, Lee Duey, and Phillip M. Plant.
The Thurston Society, Hastings' schoDuring the third week of September,
lastic honorary organization, is composed of the top 5% 'of the second
the entire first year class met in small
year class and the top 10% of the third
groups with Thurston Society members
year class. Presented to Mrs. Jennie
for one hour to discuss exam questions
Rhine,9 President of Thurston, for memand effective study methods.
bership from the second y e a r class
R.
FischLouis
were: Charles A. Storke,
New this year is a continuing tutorer, Jack E. Ferguson, Morris P. Weining program for first and second year
$tein, Dan W. Lacy, Ernest H. Tuttle,
students. Thurston members will staff
Bryce C. Anderson,.John S. Curtis, Edan office in room 109, 55 Hyde during
ward M. Archibald, Irving S. Bertram,
the hours of 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. and
James S. Rundel, F r a n k D. Stiefel,
1:00 to 2:00 Monday through Friday.
Frederick W. Montgomery, William R.
The program should continue through
Urga.
November 15, 1968 and be continued
from January 6, 1969 to March 14, 1969.
Students chosen from the third year
The Chairman of the program, Pete Daclass included: Vivian D. Wilson, Larry
vis, emphasized that all students are
B. Dashiell, Craig S. Ritchy, Richard T.
welcome without an appointment to
Bowles, Philip L. Judson, Charles D.
Daly, Edwin W. Duncan, Justin A. Rob- discuss their academic problems of the
first and second years. Also he noted
erts, Robert B. Hutchinson, Dennis M.
that response has been small so far, and
Sullivan.
the program may be discontinued if
the
within
graduates
1968 Hastings
top 10% of their class who were ad*- more scholarly concern is not shown by
Hastings students.
mitted w e r e: Paul J. Sax, Paul G.
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Mexican-American community, the
young, and the alienated. This
speaking series will be co-sponsered
by CRLA, SFNLAF, and the, Hasting's, chapters of the Lawyers Guild
and LSCRRC. It will attempt to, reveal the, agony of the disadvantaged
and to probe for solutions.
The series was begun with a lecture by Jerome Carlin, Director of
the SFNLAF who spoke on the role
of the Foundation in the legal profession and in the community.
Speakers will emanate from divergent sources: Ghetto youth, exconvicts, leading poverty attorneys
and representatives of the police
department.

JUVENILE JUSTICE
PROGRAM
The Legal Aid Society of San
Francisco has a juvenile court staffed by four attorneys who handle
almost all juvenile cases for the
City and County of San Francisco.
Because of the large case load, legal
aid attorneys spend the greater part
of their time attending detention
and jurisdictional hearings leaving
little or no time for investigation
and preparation of cases.
LSCRRC is attempting to supplement the Legal Aid Society's investigative functions and provide interested law students an opportunity to see juvenile proceedings so
they may judge for themselves the
adequacy and fairness of the juvenile court system.
As a volunteer, a law student is
given a case to investigate and, if
he desires, follow through by attending the court hearing. The student goes to the minor's home and

volunteers. Hastings students have
been asked by the Mission Rebels
to staff offices at various locations
in the city to help them prepare
cases. We are also attempting to
start a program which would pair
law students with street-workers in
order to talk with the youth in San
Francisco's ghetto areas and hear
their complaints and views about
police, probation officers, juvenile
court referees, California Youth
Authority, and life in general. The
street-workers programs would be
primarily for our own benefit and
education; it would provide a source
of useful information for attorneys
handling juvenile cases. It would
also tie in with the LSCRRC committee on illegal police activities.
However, we cannot respond to
these requests for assistance without the participation of a greater
number of law students.

VOLUNTEER
DEFENDERS PROGRAM
The Adult Criminal division of
the Volunteer Defenders Program
was implemented by the Hastings
Chapter of LSCRRC in cooperation
with "Youth for Service" in February, 1968. It was an attempt to
demonstrate to you and young men
of all races and national origins in
San Francisco that the law can be
used as a realistic alternative to
apathy and violence.
The volunteer Defender's office
operates out of a desk at Youth for
Service in the Old Langendorf
Bread factory on McAllister Street
near the corner of Fillmore. These
law students work 15 hours per
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Even if the system itself were
week on a work-study grant, 80
percent of which is provided from perfect, we would still be faced
Federal Funds through Hastings with a lack of legal knowledge on
College. of Law and 20 percent by the part of the poor and the almost
lack of effective. counsel in
the National Headquarters of the,
Law Students, Civil Rights Research criminal cases. The Public DefendCouncil. Twenty law student volun- er's Office is severely overburdteers operate as investigators and ened. There are few, but far too
as liaison with Public Defenders or' few, competent, private attorneys
private attorneys. One volunteer willing to take criminal cases for
from San Francisco Lawyer's Wives token fees. We have thus been unClub acts as Administrative Assist- successful in our avowed goal of
demonstrating the use of the law
ant for the program.
A volunteer law student is as- as an alternative to apathy or
signed to each case. referred to the violence.
office by a Youth for Service Streetworker. Working with the streetPOLICE ACTIVITIES
worker whenever it is possible, the
student goes into the neighborhood
.COMMITTEE
to interview the defendant and any
Police Activities, Committee of
witnesses. The student verifies the
procedural status of the case with LSCRRC is interested in the preserthe law clerks, then prepares a pre- vation of individual rights while intrial memorandum. Liaison is made suring that the law can be ef fectivewith the Public Defender's Office, ly enforced,. As evidenced, by the
or if the defendant insists, with pri- cry for a return to "law and order"
vate counsel. In either case, the and the popular approval of Mayor
student provides further assistance Daley's handling of the Democratic
to counsel as required, maintains a Convention ruckus, the American
/total

without regard to extrinsic f actors
Sucn as race, wealth, or appearance.
At the present time a multi-faceted
system of law operates in this country. For example, two blacks
charged with killing a police officer
in Golden Gate Park this summer
were denied bail, while the policemen charged with killing black men
in the Algiers Motel in Detroit were
allowed their freedom while awaiting trial.
The higher crime rate among lower income groups is an accepted
fact, but this does not justify arrest of any black man found: walking in the Fillmore District or in
Hunter's Point. A police officer
must respect that man's rights,
equally with those of the white man
walking in Pacific Heights. The, obvious reason he does not, is that he
can get away with it in the Fillmore.
The recent tactical squad hearings pointed out that many persons
are beaten without subsequent vrest. (An officer is allowed to use
physical force only while affecting
ani arrest that is met with resistance, or in defense of self or others)
This evidence showing various: questionable practices has caused a
change in: the make-up of the squad;
now people will be, beaten by members. of the Tac Squad psychologically fit to, do it.
In conjunction with the Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation the police activities committee
is working on a suit to subject the
police to administrative controls
similar to other government bodies.
Another project calls for a civilian
control board proposition to be
placed on the November, 1969, ballot in San Francisco. It would: provide for officials to be elected, from
all districts within the. city. This

terview persons victimized by police excesses and to utilize their
testimony in various legal proceedings.

CONSUMER ALERT
PROJECT

liaison between counsel and client,
and is present in court at each appearance by the defendant until
final disposition of the case.
The 'Initial and continual problem
in this area is to overcome the universal distrust toward anyone connected with the law, and especially
toward lawyers and judges. The
second problem is to educate ourselves in the operation of the legal
system. Neither law nor the operation of the legal system is taught
in public schools, or in college, and
only "law" not its operation, is
taught in the law schools. We had
to start from scratch.
The third problem is the inability
of police, courts, D.A.s, court appointed attorneys, and far too many
private attorneys to understand the
language, life, and culture of people that are being brutalized. ...
Brutalized by imposition of alien
and hypocritical values upon people having no stake in the maintenance of those values.

Those students who are interested in creative phamphleteering of a
socio-legai nature, the CAP offers
an opportunity to help poor people
avoid one of the largest contributing factors to the debt - poverty
cycle: the unconscionable auto conpeople seem willing to sacrifice in- tract,
dividual rights to stem the rising
The project involves creating a
crime rate. The average American phamphlet that relatively -uned-ucan do this. because, he knows he. :.ated people can understaxxt. It will
will never be subjected to hours of be designed to make theta aware
questioning or harrassment by po- of the various high pr-essure tactics
lice officials. The general public and deceptive sales practices that
cannot accept the basic premise of have made the ''company-store"
American jurisprudence; that a syndrome such an irresponsibly
viable source of our prosperity.
man, including Mexican-Americans,
Blacks, and other minority group This will contain other relevant inmembers, is innocent until proven formation such as the Kelly Blue
guilty. They do not seem to realize Book quotations and the number
that a primary purpose of individ- of automobiles repossessed by speual rights is to protect all persons cific dealers. We hope that citizens
from police harrassment. The apal- will then be better prepared, to deal
ling crime rate threatens to limit with the auto salesman and the
an individual's constitutional rights, organization that employs him.
while proposed legislation on arrest and confession procedures only
adds to the misery caused by crime;
MINORITY RECRUITING
it does not diminish it.
LSCRRC believes that the police
Active representation in our ju,
should not act as a para-military
dicial system is a necessary pre,
unit protecting majority values to requisite for effective political parthe exclusion of the minority. LSC- ticipation It's no accident that there
RRC believes the police should en- are nine Negro members of the
force the law impartially. This
means enforcing the. law-equally, Continued
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Mississippi Bar. The governing establishment of that state realizes
that by denying its black citizens
an opportunity to enter the legal
profession they can effectively retard black political power. The
white attitudes in Dixie are well
known. The attitude is the same in
San Francisco and is perhaps even
more insidious because of its covert
nature. How can Hastings explain
the fact that less than 1 percent of
its students are black? What will
the administration, faculty and students of Hastings do to correct racial imbalance within our law
school?
It is essential that Hastings implement a recruiting program that
will result in a massive infusion of
black students into the school.
LSCRRC believes Hastings should
admit 25 first year students in 1969
and 50 first year students in 1970
from minority groups.
There is a general consensus
among studCeitt5, faculty, and ad.iinistrp' Lion that minority recruiting ib,a vital fuliction of the entire
academic community It is a service
that we must perform not only for
our own benefit but for society's.
Our system, in large part, denies
the individual black man a legal
education. This in turn denies the
black citizen legal representation
which he can trust. If a black is for
all practucal purposes compelled
to appeal to a white, for legal services, that lawyer and any advice he
-..yrnbolically tainted
gives
even
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Lue lawyer is himself
I'*.

among the pitifully few who are
able to avoid their own racist tendencies. When people are, denied
the tools which are significant fac-

recruitment of minority group students,
As you are undoubtedly aware,
it is illegal to specify the race, of an
applicant on the face of the application. This is as it should be. However, this adds an additional problem. How can you give a man the
necessary extra consideration required to relieve inherent inequality if you cannot tell whether or not
he is a member of a minority
F group?
Other law schools are located on
HOW TO STAY YOUNG
large campuses and are able to recruit representatives of minority
groups from their own undergrad1. Avoid fried meats which angry up the blood.
uate student body. Therefore. we
must adopt a program in which our
2. If your stomach disputes you, lie down and pacify
representatives go to the underit with cool thoughts.
graduate campuses and seek out
potential lawyers. We must establish liaison with the members of the
3. Keep the juices flowing by jangling around gently
Black Student Unions and comparas you move.
able organizations in the colleges,
for it is here that we will find the
4. Go very light on vices, such as carrying on. in
committed activist who. can provide
the energy required to recruit men
society. The social ramble aint restful.
of intelligence and ability sufficient
to conquer the difficulties, encoun5. Avoid running at all times.
tered in law schools. It is these individuals who we must convince of
6. Don't look back. Someone might be gaining
the necessity of total black participation in the administration of
on you.
justice. For in the pluralistic dem-Satchel Paige
ocracy for which we strive, all must
-1
be given an adequate opportunity
I
for meaningful participation. If
not, this republic and the valuable
parneed
student
The administration has committed act! For this we.
among its institutions must remain
itself in theory to support of minor- ticipation on the largest possible forever doomed to spasm and niity recruitment. The College is also scale. A tutorial program should be hility. We in LSCRRC recognize
participating in the Legal Educa- established and quite probably will that rapid social changes are taking
tion Advancement Project under be under the, auspices, of the Thur- place in our nation and in the comwhich members of a minority group ston Society. This is necessary to munity of nations. It is essential
are being exposed to one phase of offset much of the social and lin- that Hastings contributes vigorouslegal education in their senior year guistic inequities that infuse our ly to these high endeavors.
of college. On graduation, one of public schools. The primary obthese students will be admitted to stacle, however, will be the actual

tors in molding their lives, they develop a frustration and ultimately
reject that system which seemingly
operates in an oppressive manner.
If a significant number of blacks
become involved more directly in
the administration of justice, the
system must perforce become less
racially oppressive.
Already there are beginnings.

each of f i v e participating law
schools in the San Francisco area.
This is, of course., merely a pilot
project and will have, to be greatly
expanded to have any noticible effect'. The Thurston Society has
formed a special committee which
has been conducting an extensive
study of the problem.
Very soon now we must begin to
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